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 MISSION:
To support people by providing coordinated services
to navigate a successful path by collaborating with
community partners and stakeholders.

 VISION:
Building Community Together
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Executive Director
Report
The project known as Regional
Connections has a long history of
providing language training and
settlement services for newcomers
to the region with roots that go
back more than 30 years, when the
first English at Work programs
were launched in 1983. Fuelled by
its success, other programs
followed: literacy classes in 1988,
ESL classes in 1998, Settlement
and Employment services in 2004,
and the Volunteer program in 2013.
The project has evolved due to the
needs of immigrants and refugees
arriving in the Pembina Valley
region of southern Manitoba. From
the beginning, the goal of the
project has always been to deliver
client-focused services and
programs to support and assist
newcomers in their settlement and
integration experience. A key
element of the project is multiple
locations that provide wrap-around
services for clients. This model has
improved access to services for
clients, created efficiencies sharing
knowledge and resources, staff
training, and increased
communication and collaboration
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During this reporting period, the
project underwent two major
organizational changes. First, due
to increased numbers of
newcomers to the region, the rapid
growth of the project in both size
and scope, and the increased
financial contribution, the project
outgrew the Winkler & District
Chamber of Commerce as Service
Provider Organization. On
December 1, 2015 the project
became a stand-alone not-for profit
organization. Then, after nearly 10
years of planning, the project joined
Pembina Valley
Language/Education for Adults to
create Regional Connections
effective April 1, 2016. The goal
was to have a project with the
capacity to deliver support services
and programs focused on core
activities such as settlement
services, language training,
employment-related services, and
integration support services.
2016/2017 was the first full year as
Regional Connections and was a
year of change for everyone on
staff. This was the first year with all
Winkler classes and child minding
at our head office at Perry Street.
Space was at a premium at first but
we quickly settled into a routine.
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Instructors experienced a big
transition with the implementation
of Portfolio Based Language
Assessment (PBLA), a new national
assessment standard for LINC
classes. Aside from the move and
the change in program
requirements, no other major
changes occurred.

Settlement worker to Settlement
and Employment Coordinator in
April, and a new ESL program
support staff will be added in July.
Our application for a Local
Immigration Partnership
Coordinator was accepted and we
will have a new opportunity to
develop community engagement.

We look forward to an exciting
2017/2018. Some staffing changes
have already taken place. Steve
Reynolds accepted the role of
Language Program Director this
May after Kristie Coates resigned.
Steve brings nearly 10 years of
experience working at Regional
Connections in various roles from
teaching ESL to Coordinating
Workplace Language Training.
Olesja Kraft transitioned from

I want to acknowledge all of the
staff at Regional Connections for
their hard work and effort for our
clients. Many thanks also to the
members of the board of directors
who served on the integration
team, and to the existing board of
directors who have provided steady
support.
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Respectfully Submitted,
Laurie Sawatzky
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Language Program
Report
A flurry of activity this June
wrapped up another successful 12
months of language classes. We’d
like to thank our hard-working
instructors, dedicated volunteers,
and especially the many diligent
students who devoted hundreds of
hours to formal language training
as they successfully put in the work
required improve their English
skills.
Here are some statistical highlights
from the language programs this
year:


1417 total registrations
(686 unique clients)
o LINC ESL Program: 884
o English for Work (at
Regional Connections):
297
o English at Work (in the
workplace): 75
o Literacy: 161
 882 total course
completions
 159 childcare spots used
 198 placement test
assessments for new ESL
learners entering the
program
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The majority of classes ran from
September 2016 to mid-May 2017,
with a number of daytime classes
continuing until June. Classes
were delivered at Regional
Connections in Winkler, Morden,
and Altona, as well as in Carman
and at seven regional employers
through the English at Work
program.
For LINC classes, 2016/17 was a
significant transition year with the
full implementation of Portfolio
Based Language Assessment
(PBLA), a new national assessment
standard for LINC classes, being
rolled out for the first time. This
transition required many extra
hours of PD and training as well as
added supervision from two PBLA
Lead Teachers.
This was also the first full program
year with all Winkler classes at our
head office at 2-295 Perry St. after
several years of hosting part-time
classes at 725 Main St. It was great
to see the benefits of now being
able to offer childcare for all
classes and to also see students
able to access settlement,
employment, and integration
services while they attended their
English classes all in one location.
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Special language training projects
during the year included
partnerships with the Wood
Manufacturing Council of Canada
for an employment readiness
training program, with Manitoba
Status for Women which funded
Power Up! computer classes, and
with the public health inspectors at
Southern Health RHA who
partnered to provide plain language
certified food handler training for
recently arrived refugees.
We’d especially like to thank Kristie
Coates, who served as the ESL and
Literacy Program Director for the
past 2 years and Nelli Neumann
who provided language program
administrative support for the past
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9 years. Thank you for your
countless hours of hard-work,
expertise, and dedication in
delivering our language programs!
Steve Reynolds, who has been with
Regional Connections for 9.5 years,
transitioned into the role of
Language Program Director this
May, and new program support
staff will be added in July of 2017.
We look forward to an exciting
2017/18, to continue to develop
programming excellence and to be
responsive to client needs in a way
that both serves our students well
and benefits the communities we
live in.
Steve Reynolds
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Settlement and
Employment Program
Report
For this fiscal year many clients
accessed the following services in
settlement and employment;






1,564 unique clients
received needs
assessments and
referrals,
2,449 unique clients
received information and
orientation,
905 unique clients
accessed employment
services.

For the 2016/2017 fiscal year we
employed 6 settlement workers,
(5.2 full time equivalent) who
provide a needs assessment for
the clients and their families at
their first meeting.
Based on the
information provided by the client,
a settlement plan is developed that
is tailored to the individual needs of
the client. Services may include
referrals to in-house programs
such as language training, or
employment services, or referrals
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to programs in the greater
community.
We employed 2 full time
employment facilitators who
assisted clients with job
applications, job search, resumes
and cover letters, and interview
skills. The employment facilitators
provide services in Winkler Morden,
Altona and other communities as
requested.
2016/2017 was an exciting and
busy year, and we look forward to
2017/18 to assist newcomer
clients and existing clients in our
community-based, client-focused
program.
Olesja Kraft
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Volunteer and
Integration Program
Report
The volunteer and integration
program at Regional Connections
focuses on community
connections in Altona, Morden and
Winkler. These two programs work
closely together to build the
bridges between new Canadians in
our communities and our long-time
residents. We help our New
Canadians find resources in the
community and connect to them as
well as providing our community
with increased knowledge of our
cultural diversity in our Region.
The program focused on providing
New Canadians with information
sessions, programming for
families, financial assistance
resources for children’s sports and
recreation, and doing cultural
awareness community events.
Regional Connections hosted 26
information sessions focusing on
Mental Health, Income taxes, Laws
in Canada, Money and finances,
housing, recreation, health care,
preparing for winter, and getting
ready to work. Throughout the year,
clients also had an opportunity to
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participate in our many
conversation groups where they
practiced English in a social group
setting rather than in the context of
our classrooms. As well, we had
several other groups such as
cooking classes, garden club,
English café, book club, speaking
over summer (SOS), men’s group
and women’s group. The Volunteer
and Integration team arranged
many family outings such as
bowling, cross country skiing,
fishing, and curling. All events were
well attended.
Regional Connections, in
partnership with Jumpstart
provided 50 children the
opportunity to learn how to skate in
Canada with I love to Skate
program in Altona. Other events
that were hosted in the community
were focused on awareness of
cultural diversity in the community.
Regional Connections hosted a
parade float in the communities of
Altona, Morden, and Winkler, which
displayed many of our countries in
traditional dress. Each community
also hosted a cultural festival
where cultural booths were set up
and visitors could come explore the
many and increasing cultures
represented in the community
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while enjoying some cultural
entertainment and activities.
Volunteers are a big piece to the
work we do at Regional
Connections. Our programming
would not be successful without
them. At Regional Connections we
have a base of 300 volunteers and
during the 2016/2017 program year
we used 1196 volunteers and had a
total of 5065 hours. The volunteers
take on many roles in various
programs such as Language
Buddies, Classroom helpers,
citizenship class leader,
conversation group leaders and
helpers, child minding, community
professionals, and event helpers.
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Volunteers are a vital component
of Regional Connections. The
volunteers enhance our capacity to
build community connections for
clients as they provide additional
supports and resources for
newcomers.
I’d like to thank all the Integration
Workers for their dedication and
enthusiasm for their work, and a
warm farewell to Cindy Klassen,
Integration Worker in Altona who
will be moving to Kelowna at the
end of June 2017.
Carina Sager
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Child Care Program
Report
As newcomers to Canada, many
children have little or no English
and are unfamiliar with the
Canadian way of life. Our caring
staff provides a warm and
welcoming environment for the
children and parents alike. The
children learn through creative
programming, facilitated by our
experienced staff. We set time
aside to communicate personally
with parents to ensure a smooth
transition into child care as well as
an ongoing positive experience for
both the child and parent.
Regional Connections provides
child care for approximately 60-70
children spread between Altona,
Morden and Winkler. Between the
three centers we have 58 spaces
for children aged 18 months – 6
years of age.
Morden Child Care provides
morning care three days per week
for anywhere between 8-13 children
aged 18 months – 6 years of age.
Our Altona center was expanded in
January to include toddler aged
children, 18 – 30 months of age.
This decision was made based on
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the fact that parents attending
courses needed to find alternate
care for their youngest children
while still bringing their 3-6 year old
children to our center. Currently,
Altona provides morning care three
days per week for 19 children aged
18 months – 6 years of age.
Winkler Child Care provides care
for approximately 36-40 children
Monday – Friday during the
morning and afternoon.
In our CNC program, we believe in
an inclusive learning environment
based on play. Qualified staff
provide support for the children
and their parents, allowing them to
feel safe, welcomed and valued.
Fun educational activities are
planned to support the children’s
settlement into Canada while they
learn additional language and
culture. Each child’s individual
needs are recognized and his/her
uniqueness is celebrated. The
program provides children with
opportunities to grow in all
developmental areas at their own
pace. The room is organized into
designated play areas; encouraging
children’s physical, cognitive,
social, emotional and language
development. All curriculum and
activities are based on the
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children’s interests, their age group
and skill level.
Regional Connections Child Care
works together with CMAS
(Childminding Monitoring, Advisory
and Support) to provide quality
Care for Newcomer Children (CNC).
Our CMAS consultant, Jackie
Cunningham, assists us in meeting
all the standards and requirements
set out by CMAS. Currently we
have met all requirements, with the
exception of one. We have been
running our Child Care programs
with only two Early Childhood
Educators (ECE’s). Currently we
should have a minimum of 3 ECEs
employed, with one ECE working at
each location. We have been
advertising to fill this position for
the last three years, and have not
had any qualified applicants apply.
There is a current shortage of
ECE’s across Manitoba. At this
time, we have one staff member
who is actively pursuing an ECE
diploma. She is at the very
beginning of the training, so I would
expect it will be at least two years
until her training is complete,
possibly longer.
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Our CNC program allows parents to
attend classes that will help them
develop their own language skills
and to learn vital information
involved in their settlement into
Canada.
We strive to provide care that the
parents are comfortable with.
When the parents are comfortable
with the care that their children are
receiving, they are then able to
allow themselves to focus
completely on their studies. This
CNC program is vital to the
settlement of Newcomers in this
area.

Diane Toews
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Literacy Stories
We are Spoiled to the Core
By Margaretha Giesbrecht
We watched a video in our class
that showed us that in some other
countries children have to travel
really far just to get their education,
some of them up to four hours
each day. That made me think
about how spoiled we are here in
Canada. We take a short ride and
still complain about it all the way
through our school years. It made
me ask myself a series of
questions: Would I go to school if I
had to ride or walk for four hours
each day just too get an education?
How dedicated are we really to
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getting an education? How many of
our Canadian children would
graduate if they had to travel four
hours each day to get an
education? Or me as an adult
student, would I go to school? I find
I don’t have an answer to those
questions because I’m not forced
to be in this situation. However, if I
were in this situation, I hope that I
would want my education bad
enough to go to school no matter
what the circumstances. We have
so many opportunities here in
Canada to go to school. No matter
what age you are you are given a
chance to learn. You just have to
have the desire and the willpower
to learn and you will be given a
chance to go to school.
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Success Story
Swimming for Teen Girls

Depending on their country of
origin and personal background,
some newcomers have had
limited or no opportunity to
learn to swim. Also, for cultural
or personal reasons it was
learned than some recently
arrived teen girls were unable to
or uncomfortable with learning
to swim in a general public
setting. Regional Connections,
in partnership with Jump Start,
was able to set up a series of
six swimming lessons for
newcomer teen girls in Altona
this spring. The lessons were
attended by 32 youth. The
youth were able to participate in
an activity designed to lower
barriers to access and to
improve their ability to swim, for
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personal safety and to increase
their ability to participate in
community activities at the pool
or beach more fully in the
future.
One of the girls had the
following to say about the
program:

“Thank you. We learned
swimming. We didn't get an
opportunity to do things like
other girls so we are happy to
do this. There was a boat load
of Syrians fleeing the war in the
Mediterranean Sea. The boat
motor stopped working. There
was only one woman who knew
how to swim in the boat and she
saved all their lives by
swimming the boat to shore. It
took her 2 hours. I want to swim
because of that.”
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Thank you to other funders and partners!
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